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Fig. 2 Overall pressure maintaining transfer device
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Fig. 1 Marine hydrate sampler
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Introduction—pressure maintaining transfer device

Drilling for samples is a conventional technique in marine resource exploration and
geological investigation. Taking natural gas hydrates as an example, sampling natural gas
hydrate to obtain relevant parameters can provide theoretical support for its commercial
exploitation.
Designing a high-fidelity cutting device is one of the difficulties in hydrate samples
pressure-holding transfer. Given the shortcomings of PCATS, our team has developed a new
set of core pressure-maintaining transfer devices. Its structure is shown in Fig. 2.
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Introduction—pressure maintaining transfer device

Fig. 3
Hydrate sample processing of the
hydrate samples pressure‐holding transfer system
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Mechanical structure design
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• Overall design of the high-fidelity cutting device

(1) Working pressure: 30 MPa;
(2) Operating temperature: 2–4 ℃;
(3) Pressure and temperature
fluctuation during transfer: ≤10%;
(4) Single cutting time: ≤3 min;
(5) No sample contamination from
cutting operations;
(6) Controllable cutting process and
calculable cutter position.

Fig. 4 High-fidelity cutting device
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Mechanical structure design
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• Internal structure composition

Fig. 5 High-fidelity cutting device
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• Quality section guarantee method
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Fig. 6 Schematic realization of the high-fidelity cutting device

Fig. 7 Direction of rotation
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Fig. 8 Surface curve of spiral grooved plate (unit: mm)
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• Realization of high-pressure dynamic seal and anti-silting design of the cutter

Fig. 9 High Pressure Dynamic Seal and Cutter Improvement device and anti-blocking design

Considering that the current cutting device adopts the combination of spiral groove
plates and limit plates, there is a large gap between them, and chips will inevitably occur
during cutting The presence of small stones and sludge in the sample makes it possible for
impurities to enter the gap, leading to the tool’s rotary blockage. A set of anti-silting
structures is designed separately based on spiral groove plates to prevent silt and small
stones from entering the spiral groove plates and affecting cutting.
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Electronic control design
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Fig. 10 Overall composition of the control system and hardware composition of industrial computer

Fig. 11 Upper computer interface
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Fig. 12 Force analysis of cutters
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Fig. 12 Force analysis of cutters
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Force analysis and simulation
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Fig. 13 Single cutting simulation
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Experiment and conclusion

Fig. 14 cutting device and the cutting section of in‐situ sample tubes

The equipment designed in this study can be used for high-fidelity cutting of deep-sea
samples, thus providing important technical guarantees for the study of hydrates. It
significantly supports research on marine energy and marine sediment cores. The hydrate is
disturbed as little as possible, and is maintained as far as possible at its in-situ state.
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